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Clay Specifications - Introduction
Chavant modeling clays are used throughout a variety of industries in many different and unique ways. Completed
projects range from Heroic size bronzes to automotive designs and from jewelry design to children’s toys. Various
applications may require specific characteristics that are often difficult to define. Chavant clays are oil/wax based
and do not permanently harden. The clays are not meant to be fired and when working with these clay bodies a user
is not working on the final project. The finished clay will have some sort of mold taken from the clay’s surface and
some other permanent material is cast out of the mold.
Client’s needs will occasionally vary from project to project but most importantly a clay body will usually be chosen
based on the personal preference of the worker. Questions or alternative characteristics that an artist will consider
when selecting a clay body may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simply, what feels right;
what works in a certain climate;
what is best for making molds from;
what sticks best to an armature material;
what clay doesn’t smell;
what holds technical detail;
what works best for a loose style;
or is the clay hard or soft enough?

It is extremely difficult for a clay representative to choose a clay body for an artist or stylist. But it is very helpful
and easy to narrow the selection for the user by offering general information about the advantages or disadvantages
of various clay products in a given situation.
When questions cannot be answered at the point of sale, all Chavant clay end-users or resellers are welcome to
contact Chavant directly, where we will offer the best technical advice possible. Sample Kits, which currently
contain ¼ pound samples of 20+ different clays, are available to you or your clients from Chavant.
Chavant produces all clays with very high measures of quality control. Still, it is important to understand that slight
variations in clay batches may occur. This narrow range of variation can be caused simply by the age of the clay. In
addition, Chavant uses many naturally occurring raw materials and these products may be slightly different from
batch to batch depending on the regional source of the material or even the time of year. If production runs fall
outside of the range of acceptability, the finished product will not be shipped from the manufacturing premise.
The following glossary and collection of technical specification data presents general terminology guidelines to
assist in our communication and the selection of the optimal product choice. This is a “best effort” to educate you
and or your clients. No warranty, expressed or implied is intended.
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Glossary of Terms Common to Chavant Clays
Adhesion - The ability for a product to stick to other, non-similar, materials.
Aging - Clay has a life cycle that can sometimes be accelerated. Aging can describe physical changes in clay over
time.
Armature - The substructure that supports a clay model.
Billet - A billet, offered as blocks or cylinders, is the finished extruded form that the clay is packaged in. The
approximate size of the block billet forms are 1 pound blocks, 1" x 4" x 4"; 2 pound blocks, 2 ¾" x 2 ¾" x 5½"; 5
pound blocks, 5 ¾" x 5 ¾" x 6; and 10 pound blocks 5 ¾" x 5 ¾" x 12". The approximate size of the cylinder billets
are 2 ½" x 12" (2 ½ pounds each); 3" x 8" (3 pounds each); and 3" x 16" (6 pounds each).
Brushable Temperature: The temperature at which a softened clay can be brushed on a vertical surface or into a
silicone mold. The brushed clay has minimal to no slumping at less than a ¼” thickness.
Burn (Clay Product): When clay is overheated it can smoke, bubble, discolor, give off fumes, harden, and display
the appearance of granules. Burned clay is unusable clay that cannot be reconstituted to its original state.
Burn (Skin Burn): Skin tissue damage brought on by heat, chemicals, electricity, radiation, or the sun.
Cast - The positive form that reproduces the negative shape of a mold taken from the positive clay pattern. The cast
will be an exact duplicate of the clay model.
Castable Temperature: The temperature at which a clay is melted into liquid state and poured into a mold to create
an accurate clay casting that can be further shaped.
Clay Body - A term used to describe different clay formulas with different characteristics.
Cohesion - The ability for a product to stick to itself or similar materials.
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Consistency - The uniform or homogenous properties within an individual clay body. Also used to compare similar
qualities from production batch to production batch.
DeAired - A process of clay extrusion. By running a clay through the DeAiring process, a clay becomes smoother
and more homogenous. This procedure is a vigorous mixing cycle that reduces ingredient particle size and removes
entrapped air, creating a finished product that has a somewhat higher density.
Dwell/Dwelling: A Slush-Casting process where a hot liquid clay is given time to temporarily rest (dwell) without
moving to partially cool against a mold surface. By dwelling, a thicker clay layer is cast inside a mold.
Extrusion - Process of forcing clay through a pre-cut die shape.
Filler - Inert material mixed together with other clay ingredients to create the clay body base.
Fine Art Clay - Clay used in the Fine Arts field for sculpture.
Firmness - A value, from 1 - 10, associated to the room temperature hardness of clay, with "1" being the softest clay
and "10" being the hardest clay.
Industrial Design Clay - (Hard Styling Clay) Clay developed for use by Industrial or Product designers. Has the
ability to hold exacting detail and to be polished to a glasslike finish. Template shapes can be pulled through
Industrial Design clay to create an accurately reproduced, dimensionally stable shape. Industrial Clays can also be
milled.
Length - The ability of a clay body to stretch, bend or twist. If you were to roll clay into a pencil shape and stretch
it, sometimes it will fracture, other times it will pull apart and eventually split in a "taffy" like point. Greater length
means more flexibility.
Max Temperature (also Maximum Temperature): The hottest temperature a clay cannot exceed before
overheating, bubbling, scorching, or burning.
Note: All Chavant Clays can soften with heat. Some clays can be further softened to be troweled on surfaces,
brushed on surfaces and molds, or liquified to pour into silicone molds to create clay castings.
Melting point - The temperature where a clay body becomes fluid.
Mold Making - The process of reproducing a negative form from a positive shape of clay. Flexible mold making
materials include urethane, silicone, latex and polysulfide rubbers. Rigid mold making materials include plaster and
fiberglass.
Oxidation - A reaction between oxygen and the surface of the clay, typically noticed as a hardening of the
immediate surface of the clay. Higher temperatures, especially in clay ovens often accelerate oxidation.
Penetration - The value, representing the distance a needle will push into clay at various temperatures. Chavant will
refer to the Firmness of a clay body.
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Plasteline, Plastilina, Plasticine - A generic term to identify oil based sculpting clay from other types of clay.
Plasticizer - Lubricant in clay to assist in moisture retention and flexibility.
Release Agents - Products used to prevent mold making materials from sticking to clay models or to prevent cast
parts from sticking in the mold.
Rotational Casting: A casting process where a mold is filled with a liquid material (liquid resin, hot liquid clay,
plaster, or wax) and turned with Rotational Casting Machine to create a reproduction with a smooth hollow interior
and even thickness.
SDS - Safety Data Sheet
Sealers - Products used to incorporate a protective film (Barrier) over the clay, which will prevent a mold making
material or other product, such as a paint, from coming into direct contact with the clay. Sealers can include shellac,
lacquer or clear acrylic finishes.
Separate: When a clay is heated and the liquid oils and dry components of a clay visibly separate and need to be
reconstituted/remixed together.
Shelf Life - Period of time before a product will lose some of its useful characteristics.
Slick - A tool with rounded edges, made of polycarbonate or lexan, used to smooth the surface of a Hard Styling
Clay model.
Slush Casting: A rotational casting process where a mold is turned by hand after a casting material (example: hot
liquid clay) is poured into the mold. The process is typically repeated in layers to create a hollow reproduction.
Softening Temperature: The temperature at which a clay reaches its softest state before the application of heat
causes the clay to overheat, scorch, or burn.
Splash Mold - A mold taken from only an isolated portion of a model.
Sulfur Based - Sulfur is a non-toxic filler used in many modeling clays. It provides a silky, unique feel to the clay,
is readily available and its price is reasonably stable. Sulfur based sculpting clays produced by Chavant include
Professional Plasteline and DaVinci. Industrial clays (often used by sculptors) which contain sulfur include CM-50,
J-525, and CM-70.
Sulfur Free - A clay body absent of sulfur. Sulfur Free clays produced by Chavant include NSP, Le Beau Touché,
Clayette, Monumelt, Prima, Jolly King, Castilene, Fill-It, Autostyle and Y2 Klay.
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Surface Development - Clay surfaces can be modified by using various tools or fluid materials. Polished Lexan
slicks can be used for highlighting Hard Styling Clays and many solvents can be used to smooth the Fine
Surface Plate - A perfectly level working area often with precisely measured grid markings used for coordinate
measuring.
Template - A predetermined shape cut into various materials including aluminum, Masonite or Lexan, which is
pulled through the clay to transfer the shape into the clay.
Trowelable Temperature: The temperature at which a softened clay can be spread onto a vertical surface (armature
or support structure) with a trowel or similar tool. The troweled clay has minimal to no slumping at ¼” thickness.
Warming techniques - Any method of heating clay to create a softer consistency. Most Plasteline is wax based
therefore warmer temperatures will soften the wax. The typical temperature range for warming fine arts clays is
110° – 145°F and for industrial design clays is 130° – 160°F.
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Frequently Asked Questions:
•
•
•
•
•

How much does clay weigh?
Although different clays have different densities a good estimate is 90 pounds per cubic foot. AutoStyle
Industrial clay is light weight (approximately 30% lighter)
Can I mix different clays together?
Concerns with mixing different clays are color, reactions to rubber, hard/soft areas and cohesion. A user
may hit firm areas and then soft areas when moving tools through the clay. Proceed with caution.
How do I smooth the surface?
Try water, Avon Skin-So-Soft (Original Bath Oil), WD-40, Goof-Off, turpentine, lighter fluid,
multipurpose oil/wax solvents, Citrus/ D-limonene based cleaning fluids.
Why is sulphur used in some of the clays?
Sulphur is an inexpensive, non-toxic, soft mineral filler that enhances the surface texture of the clay.
Why is sulphur removed from some of your clays?
Sulphur free formulas are generally easier to make silicone rubber molds from.
Tip: Always test paints and mold making material prior to use on an actual project.

Guide to Chavant Clay Firmness (68° F)
1 = Softest; 10 = Hardest
Bold Print = Industrial Design Clay

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DaVinci Extra Soft
DaVinci Soft, Clayette Soft, Monu-Melt Soft
Professional Plasteline
Le Beau Touché, NSP Soft, Clayette Med., Fill-It,
Monu-Melt Medium
Le Beau Touché HTR, AutoStyle Soft, Fill-It HM

Clayette Hard, CM50,
Monu-Melt Hard
7. NSP Med, J525, AutoStyle Med.
8. CM70, Monu-Melt Ex. Hard
9. NSP Hard, Autostyle Hard
10. Y2 Klay (386M)
6.

This table establishes a general outline only and is relevant only to Chavant clays. Although formulations remain
constant, clay characteristics can vary due to age and the actual specifications of naturally occurring raw materials
used in the production of Chavant clays.
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Clayette

TM

By: Kate Ive

Description: Clayette modeling clay is sulfur-free, nonhardening, odor-free and flexible without being sticky.
Color: Off white
Handling tips: Using small amounts of citrus-based
solvents, lighter fluid, latex paint removers, turpentine
or mineral spirits as a lubricant on the surface of the
clay will help to attain a smooth surface.
Unique Prop’s: Clayette will not oxidize and can be left
out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any
significant change in the product. Clayette will not melt
when heated over 300 degrees F.
Firmness: Clayette is available in soft, medium and
hard. On a scale of 1-10 the soft would be a 2, the
medium a 4 and the hard would be a 6 (see our catalog).
Working Temp: Clayette is generally used at room
temperature but can be warmed to soften.
Hygiene: Wash hands with soap and water after use.

Sculpt by: William Dean Kilpatrick
Clayette Medium

www.chavant.com
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New: Meltable/Brushable Clays from
Monu-Melt™

Athena’s Prayer

Monu-Melt™ brings all of the qualities of Clayette – a sulfur-free, non-hardening, tack-free,
odor-free, and flexible clay – into a formula that can be melted and applied to a CNC foam
armature by brush. By popular demand this material has been introduced in a Dark Forest Green
color.
Monu-Melt ™ will not oxidize and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without any
significant change. Will not dry or crack.
Monu-Melt ™ is available in Soft, Medium and Hard: 2, 4 & 6 respectively on a scale of 1 –
10 (see Clayette in Product Guide).
Monu-Melt ™ should be softened at 160°F. Keeping the clay above 200°F will result in
bubbling of the liquid clay. This bubbling is mostly aesthetic, and will not affect the
characteristics of the cool clay.
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Clay Modeling Products
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Clay Name:
Description:

NSP (Non-Sulphurated Plasteline)
NSP was introduced in 1993. The intention was to eliminate the
sulphur filler in a professional grade sculpting clay, which
often caused inhibition problems with various liquid rubber
mold-making materials.
The NSP product line consists of clays that contain higher
percentage of wax components making the clays somewhat
“tougher”. Available in Soft, Medium or Hard (terms only
relevant to the NSP product line) these clays have good
adhesive qualities, flexibility and length. Because they are
“tougher” NSP tends to accept cut detail lines very cleanly,
with no ragged edges. The surface texture of NSP will be
somewhat “grabby” when compared to sulphur-based clays and
even the NSP – Soft is rather firm by some people’s standards.
NSP is available in Tan, Brown or Gray-Green. All three grades of NSP – Brown and Tan are the same shade of
color. The Gray-Green shades are all different. Clients often want to mix clays. Sometimes clients want the mixed
clay to be the same color other times they want the color to be different.
NSP is commonly used by artists for the creation of sculpture and is often used to fill cracks in industrial patterns or
to build dams when making splash molds. Product designers who freehand sculpt also use NSP.
NSP is subject to surface oxidation. If the clay is in its original package it will have a long shelf life, certainly
months and probably years. If the clay is repeatedly heated and cooled, oxidation is accelerated. Sometimes this
characteristic is beneficial in handling or mold making since the surface can become harder. Clients rarely comment
on oxidation.

Handling tips:

NSP can be warmed to soften but as it softens it also becomes sticky. Using small amounts of water, citrus-based
solvents, lighter fluid, latex paint removers, turpentine or mineral spirits as a lubricant on the surface of the clay will
help to attain a smooth surface.

Unique Prop’s:

NSP can actually be melted and poured as a casting. The castable temperature is approximately 205° F.

Firmness:

Soft “4”, Medium “7”, Hard “8” on a scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart on page 5.

Softening point: NSP - Soft is generally used at room temperature. NSP – Medium and Hard are most often warmed to a temperature
of 150° F to soften it. When it returns to room temperature it also returns to the initial firmness.
Working Temp: Room temperature to 105° F.
Cautions:

Due to potential oxidation, if a model is expected to sit for months at a time, it may be best to keep it out of direct
sunlight and to cover it with a plastic bag to prevent direct contact with air.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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Clay Name:
Description:

Le Beau Touché & Le Beau Touché - HTR
Le Beau Touché and Le Beau Touché – HTR are two
distinctly different products with some very similar
characteristics. Both are sulphur free modeling clays that were
introduced because of their exceptional smoothness and
adhesive qualities. Le Beau Touché products are used by
many types of artists who often are looking for a product that
will stick to basically any armature material. Both Le Beau
Touché formulas hold very good detail, carve and shape easily,
have tremendous flexibility and will not dry or crack.
Le Beau Touché – HTR is preferred by clients working in
warmer climates, above 90° F. It is very similar to the original
Le Beau Touché but is slightly firmer and less tacky at room
temperature. The original Le Beau Touché is very sensitive to heat variations but the HTR formulation will
remain stable even at higher temperatures.
Le Beau Touché and Le Beau Touché – HTR are every smooth and even flowing products. The smallest amount
of heat, just friction from rubbing it in your hands, will soften the original Le Beau Touché. These clays may
feel slightly firm in the original extruded blocks but slicing off small amounts will make it very manageable.
The Le Beau Touché product line is commonly used by artists for the creation of sculpture or to build dams when
making splash molds. Both formulas are available in Brown and Gray-Green.

Handling tips:

Le Beau Touché can be warmed to soften but as it softens it also becomes sticky. Le Beau Touché – HTR can be
warmed to soften and will work quite nicely at about 105° F. Using small amounts of citrus-based solvents, lighter
fluid, latex paint removers, turpentine or mineral spirits as a lubricant on the surface of the clay will help to attain a
smooth surface.

Unique Prop’s:

Le Beau Touché has great adhesive qualities allowing it to stick to all armature materials including aluminum wire,
aluminum foil, cardboard, foam or paper. Le Beau Touché products will not oxidize and can be left out or heated
and cooled repeatedly without any significant change in the product

Firmness:

Le Beau Touché “4”, Le Beau Touché-HTR “5” on a scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 5.

Softening point: Le Beau Touché and Le Beau Touché – HTR are generally used at room temperature. Le Beau Touché – HTR is
sometimes warmed to a temperature of 170° F to soften it. When it returns to room temperature it also returns
to the initial firmness.
Working Temp: Le Beau Touché, up to 90° F maximum. Le Beau Touché – HTR, room temperature to 105° F.
Cautions:

Heat over 90° F will cause the original Le Beau Touché to get very soft and sticky and the clay will begin to sweat
or sag. The HTR formula will tolerate these normal changes.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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Clay Name:

Description:

Fill-It & Fill-It HM

Fill-It and Fill-It HM are sulfur free clays used by mold makers to seal mold boxes, build dams, set parting
lines/shims and repair cracks. They are both off white with excellent adhesive and feathering characteristics. They
both are also very flexible and will not dry or crack.
Fill-It is softer than Fill-It HM making it easier to handle at lower temperatures. Fill-It HM is firmer than Fill-It and
is less sticky at higher temperatures. The smallest amount of heat, just friction from rubbing it in your hands, will
soften both products.
Both Fill-It and Fill-It HM are packaged as one pound blocks, which are scored so that they can be broken into
quarter pound sticks.

Handling tips:

Using small amounts of citrus-based solvents, lighter fluid, latex paint removers, turpentine or mineral spirits as a
lubricant on the surface of the clay will help to attain a smooth surface.

Unique Prop’s:

Both clays adhere well to a variety of materials including aluminum, polypropylene forms, a variety of foams,
cardboard and paper. Fill-It products will not oxidize and can be left out or heated and cooled repeatedly without
any significant change in the product.

Firmness:

Fill-It “4”, Fill-It-HM “5” on a scale of 1-10.

Softening point: Fill-It and Fill-It – HM are generally used at room temperature. Fill-It – HM is sometimes warmed to a temperature
of 150° F to soften it. When it returns to room temperature it also returns to the initial firmness.
Working Temp: Fill-It: room temperature to 85° F maximum.
Fill-It – HM: room temperature to 100° F.
Cautions:

Heat over 90° F will cause the original Fill-It to get very soft and sticky and the clay will begin to sweat or sag. The
HM formula will tolerate these normal changes.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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Clay Name:
Description:

Professional Plasteline
Chavant Professional Plasteline is the original sculpting clay
formula developed by Mr. Claude Chavant in 1892. The
name was Trade-Marked by Chavant in 1927. Each of
Chavant’s various clays are used by industry professionals
and the name “Professional Plasteline” should not limit the
use of alternative clays by Professionals. Professional
Plasteline is simply a name for one of the Chavant product
lines.
The basic formulation of Professional Plasteline has not
changed very much during the past 125 years. It is a sulphurbased clay body that is pliable at room temperature. It is
available in only one grade of firmness. If clients prefer a
firmer clay body with similar characteristics to Professional Plasteline they should consider the Industrial Clays
CM- 50 or CM-70. Fantastic sculptural works have been achieved using these products.
Professional Plasteline is one of the softest clays Chavant produces. DaVinci, Extra Soft and Soft, Clayette Soft and
Monu-Melt Soft are even softer. The sulphur filler gives this clay a silky feel appreciated by many artists. The clay
has some amount of length but is susceptible to cracks when armatures move under the weight of the clay.
Professional Plasteline is available in Brown or Gray-Green.
Professional Plasteline is most commonly used by artists for the creation of sculpture and is often used to fill cracks
in industrial patterns or to build dams when making splash molds.

Handling Tips:

Professional Plasteline can be warmed to soften further. Using small amounts of water as a lubricant on the surface
of the clay will help to attain a smooth surface.

Unique Prop’s:

Silky, smooth surface.

Firmness:

“3” on a scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 5.

Softening point: Professional Plasteline is generally used at room temperature but it is not uncommon to warm the clay to
120° F to soften it even further.
Working Temp: Room Temperature
Cautions:

Professional Plasteline contains sulphur, which may cause a burning sensation in the eyes of some users. Although
not dangerous it may be uncomfortable. Over heating sulphur based clay will cause the sulphur to crystallize, which
is easy to identify by the small, sand like granules which will be seen after the clay has been burned.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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DaVinci

Clay Name:
Description:

DaVinci sculpting clay is based on a very traditional Italian
formula. It is a sulphur based modeling clay with an
exceptionally soft, smooth surface. Sculptors who have a
loose technique style use DaVinci. This is not a clay body that
will hold tight detail but it will move easily and can be very
quickly shaped. It is often said that DaVinci feels much like a
water based clay.
DaVinci does not contain any wax and therefore it does not
have much strength, flexibility or length.
The DaVinci clays, Soft and Firm, terms relevant only to the
DaVinci product line, are the softest clays manufactured by
Chavant. It is available in only one color, Gray.
DaVinci is used by artists and teachers for the creation of sculpture. DaVinci does not have a great deal of strength.
If the model moves it may crack therefore a good armature is important.

Handling tips:

DaVinci is a very soft clay body, therefore it may tend to slump under its own weight. When using DaVinci it is
suggested that an armature be created using “butterfly” stations attached to the primary armature structure.

Unique Prop’s: Because DaVinci does not contain any wax, the finished clay is not significantly effected by heat. Cool clay will
respond in much the same way as warm clay. This is very different than wax based clays, which will soften with
heat and harden when cooled.
Firmness:

DaVinci Extra Soft “1”, DaVinci Soft “2” on a scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 5.

Softening point: DaVinci clay is very soft at room temperature and there is no need to warm it further.
Working Temp: Room temperature
Cautions:

DaVinci contains sulphur, which may cause a stinging sensation in the eyes if brought into direct contact with the
eyes.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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AutoStyle Medium Industrial Modeling Clay
Technical Data Sheet

Product Description:

Sulfur-free, low odor, lightweight industrial design clay which is minimally abrasive and
adheres to itself without the need for a hot air gun.

Color:

Light Brown

Billet Size:

Approximately 2.5 x 11.5 inch (63mm x 295 mm) cylinder

Density:

1.02 – 1.05 g/ml (water = 1.00 g/ml)

Linear Coefficient
Of Thermal Expansion:

2.20 x 10-4 cm/cm-oC between 73-142 oF (23-61 oC)

Hardness (77 oF, 25 oC):

Askar C: 82
Penetration: 38 dmm

Working Temperature:

130 oF – 140 oF (55 oC – 60 oC) Avoid heating above 150 oF (65 oC).

Autostyle Medium Hardening Rate
140 oF (60 oC) to room temperature

Hardness (N)*

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

50

100

150
Time (min)

200

250

300

*Hardness is measured by the amount of force, measured in Newtons (N) where N = kg•m/sec2, needed to drive a needle
probe 4 mm into the surface of the clay.
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Technical Data Sheet
Product Name:

Y2 Klay - v386M

Product Description:

Sulfur-free, low odor, lightweight industrial design clay

Color:

Available in dark brown

Density:

1.05 – 1.08 gm/ml (water = 1.00 gm/ml)

Hardness:

Firm (35 +/- 3 on internal Chavant scale)

Recommended temperature: 140 oF (60 oC)
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Clay Name:

Description:

CM-50
HARD STYLING CLAY
CM-50 Industrial Hard Styling clay is used by product designers for the creation of automotive, marine, aerospace
and consumer product models. Sculptors use CM-50 for high detail artwork, when a firmer clay body is desired,
such as a #4 Plastilina, or if they want to incorporate various organic, smooth, curved shapes normally seen in
transportation design into their sculpture.
CM-50 is the softest of Chavant’s Hard Styling clay. Because of its room temperature firmness CM-50 is not the
best choice for studios with a desire to machine the clay, although it can be milled successfully.
Normally warmed to approximately 135° F, CM-50 can also be modeled or sculpted at room temperatures. The
surface and basic shapes of CM-50 can be worked nicely by hand at room temperature, although the flexibility is
greatly reduced at room temperature. CM-50 is a sulphur-based product that has excellent qualities of adhesion,
cohesion and consistency. It can be carved, extruded and slicked to an extremely smooth surface.
CM-50 is available as a DeAired clay. The DeAiring process reduces the individual clay compound particle sizes
creating a smoother clay and, as the name suggests, entrapped air is removed from the finished clay billet making
the clay more slightly more dense and better for extrusion processes. In my opinion, the DeAiring process will
improve the working characteristic of the clay for many types of end users.

Handling tips:

CM-50 Hard Styling Clay is most often warmed to its softening point before it is applied to armature. Care should
be taken not to burn the clay during warming.

Unique Prop’s:

Hard styling clays can be shaped to a very accurate and stable model. Many types of molds including MDM,
polyester, epoxy, urethane and silicone can be taken from the clay surface.

Firmness:

CM-50 ranks as a “5”, on an internal scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 6.
DeAired CM-50 ranks as a “6” on an internal scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 6.

Density:

90 pounds per cubic foot.

Specific Gravity: 1.6 gm/ml (water = 1.00 gm/ml)
Softening point: 150° F
Working Temp: Room Temperature to 135° F.
Cautions:

All of Chavant’s clays are Non-Toxic and Non-Hazardous. Some of these clays, including CM-50, contain
sulphur, which may cause a burning sensation in the eyes of some users. Although not dangerous it may be
uncomfortable. Over heating sulphur based clay will cause the sulphur to crystallize, which is easy to identify by
the small, sand like granules which will be seen after the clay has been burned. These granules are impossible to
remove so burned clay should be discarded. Do not overheat / burn the clay. See MSDS.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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J-525 (a.k.a. Type J)
HARD STYLING CLAY

Clay Name:

Description:

J-525 Industrial Hard Styling clay is primarily used by product designers for the creation of automotive, marine,
aerospace and consumer product models. Sculptors occasionally use J-525 for high detail artwork, when a firmer
clay body is desired or if they want to incorporate various shapes normally seen in transportation design into the
sculpture.
J-525 is recognized as a worldwide industry standard. It has a medium firmness at room temperature and can be
shaped with modeling tools or templates. Because of its room temperature firmness J-525 is suitable for studios with
a desire to machine the clay.
Normally warmed to approximately 145° F, a temperature that begins to feel hot in the users hands, J-525 will
accept developed template shapes well at most temperatures. The surface and corners of J-525 can be smoothed
nicely by hand at room temperature, although the flexibility is greatly reduced at room temperature. It would be
difficult to take a cube of J-525 and roll it into a ball at room temperature. J-525 is a sulphur-based product that has
excellent qualities of adhesion, cohesion and consistency. It can be carved, extruded and slicked to an extremely
smooth surface.
J-525 is available as a DeAired clay. DeAired J-525 is one of Chavant’s most popular products. The DeAiring
process reduces the individual clay compound particle sizes creating a smoother clay and, as the name suggests,
entrapped air is removed from the finished clay billet making the clay more slightly more dense and better for
extrusion processes. In my opinion, the DeAiring process will improve the working characteristic of any Industrial
Styling Clay that Chavant manufactures.

Handling tips:

J-525 Hard Styling Clay is most often warmed to its softening point before it is applied to an armature. Care should
be taken not to burn the clay during warming.

Unique Prop’s:

Hard styling clays can be shaped to a very accurate and stable model. Many types of molds including MDM,
polyester, epoxy, urethane and silicone can be taken from the clay surface.

Firmness:

J-525 ranks as a “6”, on an internal scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 6.
DeAired J-525 ranks as a “7”, on an internal scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 6.

Density:

90 pounds per cubic foot.

Specific Gravity: 1.6 gm/ml (water = 1.00 gm/ml)
Softening point: 150° F
Working Temp: Room Temperature to 145° F.
Cautions:

Some of these clays, including CM-50, contain sulphur, which may cause a burning sensation in the eyes of some
users. Although not dangerous it may be uncomfortable. Over heating sulphur based clay will cause the sulphur to
crystallize, which is easy to identify by the small, sand like granules which will be seen after the clay has been
burned. These granules are impossible to remove so burned clay should be discarded. Do not overheat / burn the
clay. See MSDS.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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Clay Modeling Products
Since 1892, the finest name in modeling clay
Clay Name:

Description:

CM-70
HARD STYLING CLAY
CM-70 Industrial Hard Styling clay is primarily used by product designers for the creation of automotive, marine,
aerospace and consumer product models. Sculptors occasionally use CM-70 for high detail artwork, when a firmer
clay body is desired or if they want to incorporate various shapes normally seen in transportation design into the
sculpture.
CM-70 is very firm at room temperature and can be shaped with modeling tools or templates. Because of its room
temperature firmness CM-70 is suitable for studios with a desire to machine the clay.
Normally warmed to approximately 145° F, a temperature that begins to feel hot in the users hands, CM-70 will
accept developed template shapes well at most temperatures. The surface and corners of CM-70 can be smoothed
nicely by hand at room temperature, although the flexibility is greatly reduced at room temperature. It would be
difficult to take a cube of CM-70 and roll it into a ball at room temperature. CM-70 is a sulphur-based product that
has excellent qualities of adhesion, cohesion and consistency. It can be carved, extruded and slicked to an extremely
smooth surface.
CM-70 is available as a DeAired clay. The DeAiring process reduces the individual clay compound particle sizes
creating a smoother clay and, as the name suggests, entrapped air is removed from the finished clay billet making
the clay more slightly more dense and better for extrusion processes. In my opinion, the DeAiring process will
improve the working characteristic of any Industrial Styling Clay that Chavant manufactures.

Handling tips:

CM-70 Hard Styling Clay is most often warmed to its softening point before it is applied to an armature. Care
should be taken not to burn the clay during warming.

Unique Prop’s:

Hard styling clays can be shaped to a very accurate and stable model. Many types of molds including MDM,
polyester, epoxy, urethane and silicone can be taken from the clay surface.

Firmness:

CM-70 ranks as a “7”, on an internal scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 6.
DeAired CM-70 ranks as a “8”, on an internal scale of 1-10. See Firmness Chart, page 6.

Density:

90 pounds per cubic foot.

Specific Gravity: 1.6 gm/ml (water = 1.00 gm/ml)
Softening point: 150° F
Working Temp: Room Temperature to 145° F.
Cautions:

Some of these clays, including CM-50, contain sulphur, which may cause a burning sensation in the eyes of some
users. Although not dangerous it may be uncomfortable. Over heating sulphur based clay will cause the sulphur to
crystallize, which is easy to identify by the small, sand like granules which will be seen after the clay has been
burned. These granules are impossible to remove so burned clay should be discarded. Do not overheat / burn the
clay. See MSDS.

Hygiene:

Wash hands with soap and water after use.
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Heating and Softening Chavant Clays
Some Chavant clays can be hand shaped at room temperature, while others are very firm, and need to be
heated to become shapable. Softening a firm clay with heat can make the warm clay easier to manipulate by hand or
work with tools. All Chavant Clays can be softened with the application of heat and each clay has a recommended
Softening Temperature that can be located on the product’s Technical Bulletin and in the Softening Temperature
Chart below.
Do not overheat clay to temperatures above the highest temperature value for each clay, as excessive
temperatures can cause clay components to overheat, burn, or scorch. Using a probe thermometer and observing the
clay as it heats will also help to keep warming clay within temperature ranges. Watch and monitor your clay
temperatures closely, never leave them unattended. Heating equipment should not be set above the highest
maximum temperature of the clay to prevent it from burning.
Sulfur-Based clay will discolor clay warming equipment and can build up (crystalize) on the interior of
clay warmers and industrial ovens over time.
Heat resistant gloves, long sleeves, and eye protection should be worn while working with hot clay to help
reduce the potential for burns and injury.
Generally, a cooled clay solidifies back to its original hardness and may be heated and cooled many times.
However, the repeated heating of a batch of clay will eventually cause a clay to permanently harden. Kneading a
clay after it’s been heated and cooled (or running firm clay through a clay roller) can sometimes help in returning a
clay to the hardness and consistency of its original preheated state.
Heating Automotive and Industrial Chavant Clays irreversibly hardens the clay.
Keep Heating Equipment clean of clay build-up and dripped clay to help reduce fire risk.
Heating equipment must be used in an area with mechanical exhaust fan ventilation.
Accepted Heating Equipment:
Temperature-Controlled Crock Pots
Scientific/Laboratory Oven
Hot Box With Conventional Temperature Monitor
Warming Oven Dedicated To Clay Only (Do Not Use Home Oven)
Not recommended:
•
Do NOT apply direct flame to clay.
Microwaves are not recommended due to uneven heating and potential burning of skin and clay product.
•
Double Boiling on an open flame is not recommended as water can easily disrupt clay mix.
•
Heat Lamps and Heat Guns are not temperature controlled and can burn and scorch clay.
•
Does Chavant clay give off fumes when heated? Is sulfur-based clay safe to use?
Do not exceed recommended melting temperatures when warming clays as this can result in overheating
and burned clay. Burned clay can experience excessive hardening, discoloration, and a visible appearance of
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granules. Overheating sulfur-based clay will cause the sulfur to crystallize, which is easy to identify by the small,
sand like granules which will be seen after the clay has been burned. These granules are impossible to remove so
burned clay should be discarded.
Do NOT overheat/burn clay. One real danger can arise from Sulfur-based clay when and if the clay were to
be ignited. Molten Sulfur may produce Hydrogen Sulfide, a very dangerous gas. Burning Sulfur will produce Sulfur
Dioxide also very dangerous. Use caution when heating the clay to its working consistency and never heat the clay
to a point where it will smoke or burn.
Can I Spread or Brush Clays On Armatures and Vertical Surfaces?
Yes! Some Chavant clay products can also be heated to a consistency soft enough to be spread across a
surface. Trowelable temperatures are very hot and can cause burns so a metal trowel (or similar wood or metal
spreader) is needed to apply the hot clay safely. When troweling, a clay can be spread easily across a vertical
armature surface. Perform a small scale test with hot clay against a non-critical sample of armature substrates first to
make sure they are compatible.
It is also possible to brush a lower viscosity (thinner) initial clay coating on armature surfaces. A small
scale test against armature surfaces to check for suitability is always recommend.
The chart below shows the recommended Troweling and Brushing Temperatures of Chavant Clays:
Clay Series

Troweling Temp

Brushing Temp

Autostyle

165F/74C

190F/88C

Casting Temp
N/A

Castilene

160F/72C

170F/77C

185F/85C

Monu-Melt

170F/77C

185F/85C

N/A

NSP

175F/80C

185F/85C

205F/97C

Y2 Klay

165F/74C

175F/80C

N/A

*Do NOT exceed highest temp value for each clay
Do not touch or handle hot clay as it can harm skin and cause burns.

Can you Brush, Pour, And Rotationally Cast Liquid Clay?
Yes! Heated clays are also used to make exact reproductions (called castings) of a form that can be further
shaped and revised. This can be done by brushing a clay into a silicone mold in layers or by pouring the hot liquid
clay into a silicone mold. Poured clay can fill the mold to create a solid casting. Rotational casting techniques are
used when a hollow clay casting is desired. The hot liquid clay can be poured in the mold and then the mold turned
over and over with a rotational casting machine (or by hand) until the clay cools to a solid state. This process can be
repeated with additional clay layers until the desired clay wall thickness is achieved, resulting in a strong hollow
clay casting.

How Do You Brush Or Pour Liquid Clay Into A Silicone Mold?
Brushing Clay in a Mold:
The Brushing Temperature (on each product’s Technical Bulletin and the Softening Temperature chart) is
the best temperature for the clay to hold a vertical surface without slumping when applied at thicknesses less than ¼
inch. Unlike the thick troweled clay, the Brushing Temperature has a lower viscosity and captures detail from the
mold without voids or surface bubbles.
As these clay temperatures are very hot and cannot be handled, a brush is needed to apply the hot clay.
First an initial thin detailed layer of clay is brushed onto the mold surface first and allowed to partially cool.
This process is repeated several times and additional layers of clay are brushed on top of each other to build up the
clay casting until the desired overall thickness is achieved. A brushed clay casting needs to be thick enough that it
can be demolded without cracking or breaking.
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Pouring Clay To Make Solid Castings:
NSP and Castilene are the only two clay product series in the Chavant line that can be melted to a point of
becoming liquid for casting or pouring.
Both the NSP and Castilene Series can be heated to a liquid state that is a low enough mixed viscosity to
pour into a silicone mold and capture fine detail. These clays have Casting Temperatures included on their Technical
Bulletins and on the Softening Chart provided.
Heat resistant gloves, long sleeves, and eye protection should be worn while working with hot clay to help
reduce the potential for burns and injury.
Tips for Pouring Liquid Clay Castings:
•

For best results, preheat silicone molds to at least 150F/66C prior to casting hot liquid clay.

•

Use at least 1lb of clay per casting session to help make sure you have enough mass to prevent melted clay
from cooling to quickly (which can result in visible flow lines and loss of surface detail in the casting).

•

Hot liquid clay should be mixed thoroughly prior to being cast into molds, to ensure that the clay is evenly
melted and to reincorporate any separation in liquid material.

•

Silicone molds can be put back into the oven for 1.5-3 hours after pouring clay into them to help allow
entrapped bubbles to rise off the mold surface.

•

After casting, please allow clay and mold to cool back down to room temperature (72F/23C) before
demolding as an early demold can result in loss of details.

•

Smaller pieces of clay heat significantly faster than larger thick clay blocks. When casting clay, pouring
your excess liquid clay into an extra mold (such as a silicone ice cube mold) can make it easier to reheat
again quickly for your next casting session.

Pouring Clay To Make Rotational Castings Or Slush Cast Liquid Clay:
Generally, A Rotational Casting machine is used to continuously rotate a silicone mold until a hollow clay
casting is created with a consistently even thickness and smooth interior. Several layered applications of liquid clay
poured inside the mold may be needed to bring clay casting up to the desired total thickness. The clay casting is left
inside the mold to cool and return to room temperature (73F/23C) before demolding. A silicone mold can be
preheated to 150F/66C and secured on a Rotational Casting Machine while wearing heat resistant gloves, to help
improve the surface quality of the clay casting when Rotationally Casting.
To Slush Cast hot liquid clay, the clay is poured into a silicone mold and the mold is turned by hand
continuously until the clay has completely covered the surface of the mold. Excess clay is poured out of the mold
before cooling solid. This process is repeated in layers until the desired final casting thickness is reached to create a
strong, hollow casting that can remain intact during the demolding process. A consistent thickness across the casting
is needed as a thin clay part can easily deform, crack, or break under pressure.
Allowing hot liquid clay time to dwell (temporarily rest without moving) in the mold results in thicker clay
layers as the clay firms and cools against the mold surface. Dwelling hot clay is an advanced and challenging Slush
Casting process as unwanted excess clay will still need to be poured out before it cools to a solid state. It takes
practice and deliberate turning motions (that will vary from mold to mold) to prevent unwanted clay from building
up in the mold and cooling in place.
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Although all molds have unique configurations that have their own challenges, turning a smaller mold over
and over by hand tends to be easier compared to a larger mold as you are ultimately handling less weight. Practicing
the process of Slush Casting hot clay in a smaller silicone test mold first can help you build experience and observe
how the clay cools in your studio environment or workspace before scaling up to a larger mold configuration.
Practice can also help you avoid freeze lines (visible seaming) and loss of detail in your final castings.
Heat resistant gloves, long sleeves, and eye protection should be worn while working with hot clay to help
reduce the potential for burns and injury.
Tips for Rotationally or Slush-Casting Liquid Clay To Make Hollow Castings:
•

Prepare a metal scoop or ladle in advance to dispense liquid clay so that you aren’t trying to hold a mold
and pour large amounts of clay simultaneously, which could result in spills and skin burns.

•

Make sure mold rubber and rigid support shell (also called a Mother Mold) can withstand the temperature
of the hot liquid clay.

•

Hot liquid clay should be stirred thoroughly prior to being cast into molds, to ensure that the clay is evenly
melted and to reincorporate any separation in liquid material.

•

Once taken out of warmer, clay will quickly begin to lose temperature. Setting up your mold and work area
closer to the clay warmer means more working time to pour and rotate your mold while your clay is in a
liquid state.

•

Rotate and fully coat mold surface while clay is still liquid by moving quickly and deliberately. Practice
motion with empty mold before adding hot clay. If clay cools before mold surface is covered this can result
in freeze lines (visible seems) where detail is lost from the mold surface or lines appear between the
application of clay layers.

•

Keep mold moving continuously and dump out excess liquid clay before cooling. Note: The surface of the
mold and the low mass (thin) areas will cool fastest when rotationally casting.

•

Cooling clay has a change of appearance compared to wet liquid clay. Even though it may no longer appear
liquid, the clay is still warm and can deform. Wait until mold and casting return to room temperature
(72F/23C) before demolding.

•

When Rotational Casting with a Rotationally Casting Machine, secure a cover over the mold’s pour area
before rotating so excess clay does not drip out. Covering the mold is not Required when Slush Casting and
hand rotating the mold responsibly.
Chavant • 5600 Lower Macungie Road, Macungie, Pennsylvania
18062 • U.S.A. Phone: 1-800-762-0744 • E-mail:
info@chavant.com • Web site: http://www.chavant.com
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www.roccotartamella.com

Gwin Sculpture Works

Produced by Hard Hero
Sculpted by Seth Vandable

Sculpted by: Claudio Setti

To Begin with Castilene
Soften with a variety of heat sources including heat lamps, hot boxes, heat guns, crock pots, microwave ovens, hot water or
double boilers. DO NOT USE A DIRECT FLAME. Regardless of the heat source, avoid heating above 170° F or air bubbles
may result. Castilene can be melted and poured at about 170° F. The strength and light weight of Castilene allows sculpting
without a wire armature in many cases.
Working with Castilene
Hard Castilene will remain malleable while working if kept warm. All three hardness are compatible with one another. Hard
Castilene can be used as an armature and soft or medium Castilene can be applied on top of the hard. All generic wax tools
and wax carving methods are compatible with Castilene. Heat tools before carving. Chill Castilene to achieve optimum
hardness for high detail and burnishing.
Polishing and Finishing Methods
Use wax compatible products including Goo Gone, De-Solv-it, d-limonene or Prepsol based products. Mineral oil,
Turpinoid and petroleum products will lubricate the surface. Polish with Chiffon, nylon or burnishing tools. Castilene does
not inhibit silicone or other mold rubbers. Castilene can be burned out for lost wax casting.

www.castilene.com
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CASTILENE: IMPORTANT FOUNDARY PROCEDURE

BURNOUT INSTRUCTIONS
Because CASTILENETM is a new product, and therefore unfamiliar to some foundries,
we offer the following suggestions for successful burnout.
The foundry should treat a CASTILENETM sculpture much as a wax pattern would be treated when sprueing and
gating with the exception that larger vents and drilled holes be used for better flushing and blowing out the
powdery residue of the material.

CASTILENETM contains an amount of organic material in its formulation and therefore should be burned out and
for a longer time than straight wax models.
It is recommended that a temperature of 1500oF be maintained for 15 to 20 minutes longer than your normal
burnout time for microcrystalline wax sculptures in ceramic shell molds. Apply a temperature of 1000oF or above
for 1 to 2 hours longer (depending on the size of the mold) if using a plaster based investment.
A small amount of powdery residue may be left in the mold after burnout. This residue should be blown out with
an air gun through the sprue and vents if using a ceramic shell and vacuumed out if using a plaster based
investment. This procedure will insure fidelity to the surface detail of the casting.
If CASTILENETM is trapped in an area of the mold that cannot drain freely, it may char into hard pieces of
material that cannot be blown out. This will result in imperfections in the casting.
When draining, do not allow CASTILENETM to burn or flame. Burning may cause the material to form charcoal
pieces too large to blow out of the mold. After draining, the temperature of the mold may be raised to complete
the burnout.
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